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Message from the President

Coming Up Soon ...

s we celebrate Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s 100th birthday and look forward to the
80th anniversary of Charles Lindbergh’s New York-to-Paris flight, we need to
sharpen the tools they used to navigate through a changing sky as we adjust our
own course through a constantly changing world.
We see change dramatized daily on television and in newspapers. There are fires in
the West and floods in the East. We face pollution issues, global warming, corruption,
economic difficulties, power excesses and power shortages, local and global wars.
Throughout all this change, life goes on. I’m pleased to see Earth Shine Institute and
the Lindbergh Foundation embrace positive change as we move into the next generation
of technological tools which will help us navigate into new territory. By balancing our
intuitive and creative spirit with an updated awareness of current external problems, I’m
sure life on Planet Earth will continue to shine brilliantly into the future.

•Group Reading of Gift from the Sea , Thursday,
October 12, in Nobleboro, ME. For more information contact Diane Impallomeni at klc@
kieve.org or tel: 207-563-2188.

A

2006 Lindbergh Symposium
“Anne Morrow Lindbergh: The Woman, The
Words, The Life and The Legacy”
To be held at Historic Edison Ford Winter
Estate, Fort Myers, Florida

•Friends of The Lindbergh Foundation and
Earth Shine Institute Gathering, Saturday,
October 14, Kennedy Learning Center,
Kieve-Wavus Education, Inc., Nobleboro,
ME. For more information contact esinfo@
earthshineinstitute.com; tel: 239-334-2154,
ext. 2119 or Peach Sonne at 239-694-7286.
•2006 Lindbergh Symposium, Friday
November 17 at the historic Edison Ford Winter
Estate, Fort Myers, FL commemorating the
100th anniversary of the birth of Anne Morrow
Lindbergh. For more information contact
symposium@earthshineinstitute.com or Peach
Sonne at 239-694-7286.
•Edison Ford Winter Estate Holiday House
2006 “Treasures of the Sea” celebrates Anne
Morrow Lindbergh’s Gift from the Sea, the month
of December 2006, Fort Myers, FL. For more
information contact estateinfo@cityftmyers.
com or telephone 239-334-7419.

Kristina Lindbergh, eldest granddaughter, to be keynote speaker

T

he 2006 Lindbergh Symposium will be held at the historic
Edison Ford Winter Estate, Fort Myers, Fla., on Friday, Nov.
17, 2006, from 9 -4. In honor of the 100th anniversary of
Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s birth, the Symposium entitled “Anne
Morrow Lindbergh: The Woman, The Words, The Life and The
Legacy” will focus on Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s life as revealed
through her words and writings.
Kristina Lindbergh, her eldest granddaughter, will
be keynote speaker. Other confirmed speakers include:
Patty Wagstaff, international aerobatic champion, Steve
Harnsberger, son of Lyt Harnsberger, architect of the 1931
Chinese Flood Relief program; and Richard Hallion, eminent
aviation historian. Astronaut Julie Payette will contribute a
video message. Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh dined with
Mrs. Edison at the estate so the symposium attendees will have
the opportunity to contemplate Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s life’s
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work in a place she knew and see the rooms and grounds very
much as she would have seen them,” said Honorary Chairman
Margaret Eiluned Morgan.
The one-day conference will comprise a selection of
speakers, recordings, and videos. “I think this is going to be a
very exciting conference,” Morgan said. “We know so much more
now about Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s own accomplishments
and contributions to aviation, literature, and environmental
philosophy. We are continuing to learn about the international
impact of her writings and how her insights crossed extraordinary
cultural divides.”
For information and ticket reservations please contact
symposium@earthshineinstitute.com or Peach Sonne at
239-694-7286.
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2006 Argonauta Scholarships Awarded

E

ach year, one of the most eagerly awaited events of the Earth
School. They were selected by Earth Shine Institute Trustees and
Shine Institute year are the presentations by the Argonauta
Argonauta Committee members, Dr. Richard Gilson, Elizabeth
Scholars on their scientific research
Gilson and Margaret Eiluned Morgan
to The Charles A. and Anne Morrow
at the Thomas Alva Edison Regional
Lindbergh Foundation Board, the
Science and Inventors Fair on January
Earth Shine Institute Trustees and
28 in Fort Myers, Florida.
honored guests at the combined
Andrew Newman’s project was
Winter Board Meetings in Bonita
“The Farraday Shoe” a method of
Springs, Florida. This year was
creating energy from the action of
no exception as the members of
walking based on the innovative work
the boards gathered on March 3 to
of scientist Michael Farraday. While
hear the new and returning scholars L-R: 2006 Argonauta Scholars Andrew Newman, grade 7, and Nick the immediate application noted
Anthony, grade 6.
present their work.
was to power a personal walkman,
The Argonauta Awards are presented by the Earth Shine
it takes little imagination to envision this research being used
Institute to exhibitors at the Thomas Alva Edison Regional Science
by an emergency relief work to power a cellular phone or GPS
and Inventors Fair whose work represents an understanding
device during a hurricane or tsunami recovery program. Nick
of the Lindbergh’s vision of balance between the technological
Anthony’s project was on the impact of electro magnetic fields on
advancements they helped pioneer, and the natural environment
algae. This was important work because of its reassuring findings
they cherished. Students who receive the award become eligible
regarding the ongoing concerns on the impact of cellular phone
for a $1,000 scholarship toward their college education, thanks
use on the human brain. In addition, his research laid the ground
to the continued generosity of the La Chicotte Fund, and the
work for some interesting potential ideas for controlling algae in
Earth Shine Scholarship Fund, administered by the Southwest
our waterways.
Florida Community Foundation. 2006 marks the fourth year
A further special award was given to Justin Johns for his
of the Argonauta Program and, with two new scholars for 2006,
outstanding work in continued collaboration with his sister and
a total of 16 scholarships and special
2003 Argonauta Scholar, Christine Johns. Returning 2004
awards have been awarded.
Argonauta Scholar Jared Reigle and 2003 Argonauta Scholar
The two 2006 Argonauta Scholars
Peter Borden completed the evening presentations sharing
were Andrew
their exciting continued work on water purification processes for
Newman a 7 th
third world countries and
Grader from
the new knowledge being
Fort Myers
gained from stratospheric
Christian
sampling, a form of high
School, and
atmosphere sampling that
Nick Anthony,
Charles and Anne Morrow
th
a 6 Grader
Lindbergh helped pioneer
L-R: Justin Johns and Christine Johns.
in the 1930s.
L-R: 2004 Argonauta Scholar Jared Reigle and 2003 Argonauta f r o m T h r e e
Scholar Peter Borden give updates on their projects.
Oakes Middle
Thanks to John Nance for submitting the photographs.

2006 Tellina Scholarship for Poetry Announced

O

n June 2, Honorary Chairman Margaret Eiluned Morgan,
announced that Juliette Ravish, a junior at Fort Myers
High School, received the 2006 Tellina Scholarship for Poetry.
Eiluned described Juliette’s poetry as “compassionate, resonant,
and insightful” as well as “helping her readers find intelligent paths
of hope for the future.”
Juliette will receive a $500 scholarship toward her college
education from the Earth Shine Scholarship Fund, administered
by the Southwest Florida Community Foundation. This is the
second Tellina Scholarship Awarded by the Earth Shine Institute.
Juliette Ravish joins 2005 Tellina recipient, Sean Stevenson,
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then a 6th grader at Veteran’s Park Academy for the Arts, Fort
Myers, Florida.
To receive a Tellina Scholarship in poetry, middle and
high school students from Lee County, Florida must submit a
portfolio of between six to 10 poems written preferably during the
previous two years. Eiluned reported, “I am very pleased how this
scholarship has gained attention. This year we received three times
the applications we received last year, and the quality of the poetry
was very high throughout. It’s exciting to discover and recognize
young poets like Juliette and Sean, and to have the chance to
encourage them and the other applicants to keep writing.”
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First Exhibit of Anne Morrow Lindbergh Papers Opens at
Yale University Manuscripts and Archives

T

he Lindbergh Papers at the Sterling Library, Yale University,
Many of these photographs were originally published in her first
Manuscripts and Archives Department is the principal
article for National Geographic entitled,“Flying Around the
repository of Charles A. and Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s
North Atlantic.” This was so successful that she was encouraged
papers, so it was fitting that the first ever exhibition of Anne
to submit a book length manuscript on their Pacific Survey Flight.
Morrow Lindbergh’s papers be held there commemorating the
North to the Orient, published in 1935, became her first book. It
100th anniversary of her birth. The exhibit, entitled “Anne Morrow
is still in print today.
Lindbergh: Author, Aviator, and Environmentalist” was curated
The opening of the exhibit was marked by a program featuring
by Judith Schiff, Chief Research Archivist,
the thoughts of Chief Archivist, Judith
long-time Lindbergh Foundation Board
Schiff, noted author, Reeve Lindbergh,
Member and Fellow of the Earth Shine
daughter of Charles A. and Anne Morrow
Institute. Ms. Schiff also served as coLindbergh and Margaret Eiluned Morgan,
editor of Charles Lindbergh’s unfinished
Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s niece. Reeve
Autobiography of Values and assisted
Lindbergh’s talk entitled “Anne Morrow
Mrs. Lindbergh in the preservation the
Lindbergh; An Intimate View” was indeed
Lindbergh papers.
that and gave the attentive audience a very
Selecting from over 300 archival
special picture of a very special woman
boxes of letters, diaries, writings,
— wife, mother, grandmother and great
photographs, and memorabilia in the “Life and Letters of Anne Morrow Lindbergh: Author, Aviator, grandmother — in all facets of her life
collection at Yale, Ms. Schiff highlighted and Environmentalist” exhibit. Yale University Library.
public and private. Margaret Eiluned
the different aspects of Anne Morrow
Morgan’s talk was entitled “Anne Morrow
Lindbergh’s life and her many achievements in a broad range of
Lindbergh; The Writer and the Writing.” She spoke about the
fields. The exhibit included letters from Amelia Earhart, Lady
themes and the style that Mrs. Lindbergh developed in her
Bird Johnson, Jaqueline Kennedy, Robert Lowell, Archibald
writing over her lifetime that made her work so popular and so
MacLeish, Harold Nicholson, Virginia Wolf, Vita Sackville-West,
resonant for
Igor Sikorsky, Stephen Spender, and Thorton Wilder. After
a world wide
reading a poem by Anne Morrow Lindbergh, published in The
audience.
Atlantic, in the 1940s, poet Edna St. Vincent Millay wrote: “It’s a
Judith Schiff
fine poem… Please do not think of bothering to answer this note.
introduced
Answering letters is horrible. Write poetry instead.”
the speakers,
In addition, there were selections from her manuscript
set the context
diaries, poetry, essays and best-selling books including: North
for the preto the Orient and Listen! The Wind (both received National Book
sentations,
Awards for non-fiction); The Unicorn and Other Poems; and
and assisted At the Graduate Club dinner: Back row L-R: Margaret
her most beloved book,
in the lively Eiluned Morgan, June Shu, Steve Harnsberger, Yumiko
Gift from the Sea, a true
question and Miyoshi, Michiko Nakamura, Ryugi Noda. Front row L-R:
publishing phenomenon,
answer period Irene Lefferts, former secretary/personal assistant to Anne
Morrow Lindbergh, Reeve Lindbergh and Judy Schiff.
which was translated into
that followed
50 languages and recently
the presentations. A festive dinner followed the program at the
reissued in a special 50th
Graduate Club, allowing the discussion to continue and the many
anniversary edition.
old friends who had gathered to reconnect with each other.
Among the many
historic photographs
Thanks to the Yale Bulletin and Calendar and the Hartford
included in the exhibit are pioneering aerial photographs taken
Courant for material for this article, and to Steve Harnsberger for
by Mrs. Lindbergh on the exploratory flights that she made with
sharing his photographs.
her husband serving as co-pilot, navigator, and radio operator.
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New Art Medal Commemorating 100th Anniversary of
Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s birth Unveiled at Wiegand
Foundation, June 22, 2006

T

Lindbergh’s historic solo New York-to-Paris flight, and followed by
he evening of June 22, 2006, the 100th anniversary of Anne
the five thematic shells commemorating the 50th anniversary of the
Morrow Lindbergh’s birth, at the Weigand Foundation in
publication of Gift from the Sea. A fourth art medal commemorating
Chesterfield, Missouri, Morgan Lindbergh, grandson of Mrs.
the 75th anniversary of the Lindbergh’s Pacific
Lindbergh, unveiled noted sculptor Don
Survey Flight with an image of the Lindbergh’s
Wiegand’s new art medal bas-relief specially
Lockheed Sirius Tinmissartoq will be unveiled
created to honor of the 100th anniversary of
at the Lindbergh Symposium in November in
Anne Morrow Lindbergh.
Fort Myers. An 80th anniversary Spirit of St.
The audience of friends
Louis art medal will be unveiled in 2007.
and patrons greeted with
For those interested, a very few of the Gift
applause the scallop
from the Sea pins are left in bronze at $250.
shell design encircled
We regret that the silver pins have been sold
by the six theme words
Morgan Lindbergh, grandson of Charles and Anne
from the final chapter of Morrow Lindbergh, admired the bas-relief of the out. The new art medal design created for the
Gift from the Sea. Don told five shells from Gift from the Sea, which appear 100th anniversary of Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s
the story of how he became inspired when he on the reverse of new pendent honoring the 100th birth is available as a pendant with the five
found a scallop shell on a walk on the beach anniversary of Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s birth. thematic shells from Gift from the Sea on the
reverse. The prices for the pendant in bronze
on Captiva Island in 2005, near where Anne Photo by Dave Ulmer.
and silver from the very special limited edition of the first strike
Morrow Lindbergh stayed during her visits there in the 1950s.
are availabe on request. Those interested should contact esinfo@
The art medal is the third in a series starting in 2002 with
th
earthshineinstitute.com.
Spirit of St. Louis commemorating the 75 anniversary of Charles

“North to the Orient” Tea Available from Devi Teas

D

evi Tea, in partnership with the Earth Shine Institute,
created the “North to the Orient” Tea in honor of Anne
Morrow Lindbergh and the 75th anniversary of the Lindbergh
Pacific Survey Flight. Handsomely packaged with Davis Perkins’
painting, “North to the Orient; Charles and Anne Morrow
Lindbergh En Route to Nome 1931” on the label, the tea is an
aromatic and robust blend of organically grown and naturally
scented teas. Devi Tea proprietor Gretchen Twill, says admirers
of Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s life and writings will enjoy “the wellstructured tannins, assertive character
and smooth finish of this unique tea.”
Honorary Chairman Margaret
Eiluned Morgan and vice president Nancy
Kennedy made the selection. “Themoment
we tasted this blend, we knew we had found
the right tea. I have fond memories of my
mother, Constance Morrow Morgan, and
my Aunt enjoying similar tea together after
lunch each day during their visits on North
Haven, Maine,” said Morgan.
The Lapsang Souchong comes from the original and legendary
Lapsang Farm in the Wuyi Mountains in the Fujian Province in China.
The favored tea of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s celebrated fictional
character, Sherlock Holmes, Lapsang is savored for its distinctive
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smoky flavor. The Keemun is grown in the Anhwei Province of China
and is considered one of the best black teas that China produces.
In addition, the blend includes Ceylon tea with hints of natural
Bergamot oil and the blue cornflower blossoms characteristic of
an Earl Grey blend. This is truly a tea to be enjoyed and savored
with friends and conversation.
To order, please contact Devi Teas at 888-228-8007 or
www.Devitea.com. A portion of the proceeds will support the
Earth Shine Institute’s cultural and educational programs.
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